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surveys of overseas markets are not being conducted because
they cost a lot of money, labor, and time.
Accordingly, we need a new system for surveying menus
in consideration of local food culture in foreign countries.
Such a system is expected to enable the development of
menus in harmony with local food culture. The system needs
to include a menu presentation DB according to food culture
region and menu and provide it to food service companies. In
addition, big data may be used to survey and analyze
restaurant menus made by local customers and to grasp local
consumers‟ preferences and menu-related trends.
For Korean restaurants‟ successful advancement to local
markets and settlement, it is crucial to develop and refine
localized menus according to food culture region and menu,
but faced with difficulties in localization, they have so far
developed menus only after a market survey for target areas
or used menus in Korea without any change.
In order to solve these problems, this study built a menu
presentation DB according to food culture region and menu,
which is usable in the development and refinement of
localized menus. For this, we collected and classified menu
images using a wrapper-based Web crawler, extracted and
matched menu name by restaurant, classified menu images
according to food culture, region, and menu item, built a
menu presentation DB, and visualized the results in order for
users to analyze easily.
This paper is structured as follows. First, Chapter 2
analyzed related works, and Chapter 3 described restaurant
review collection techniques. Chapter 4 introduced the menu
image collection technology, Chapter 5 explained
similarity-based menu image search using collected data, and
lastly Chapter 6 drew conclusions.

Abstract—For restaurants‟ successful advancement to local
markets and settlement, it is important to develop localized menus
according to food culture region and menu and to keep refining the
menus. However, there are difficulties in collecting data for
developing localized menus according to food culture region and
menu and to improve the menus. In order to resolve such
difficulties, this study built a menu presentation DB according to
food culture region and menu. For this, we collected and classified
menu images using a wrapper-based Web crawler, extracted and
matched menu name by restaurant, classified menu images
according to food culture, region, and menu item, built a menu
presentation DB, and visualized the results in order for users to
analyze easily. Through a user experiment, the implemented system
was found to be able to search accurately and 5-12 times faster and,
therefore, to solve problems of interest successfully
Index Terms—menu presentation, restaurant database, similar
image search. visualization

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the late 2000s, the globalization of Korean food has
been promoted in diverse ways by the government, academic
circles, and businesses, but around 20 of domestic food
service companies that advanced to overseas markets in
December 2008 are believed to have closed or withdrawn
their businesses. According to a survey, moreover, only
about 5% of Korean restaurants operating in foreign
countries are making profits, and the other 95% are doing
business poorly or have experienced failure [1, 2].
With active efforts to open overseas markets by domestic
food service companies, some visible achievements have
been made in the globalization of Korean food, but there are
still obstacles to the successful advancement of Korean
menus to foreign markets due to differences in food culture
among countries and regions. Factors contributing to failure
in overseas advancement include lack of preliminary surveys,
difficulty in developing localized menus and supplying food
materials, etc. Although it is required to survey local food
culture and menus continuously, systematic preliminary

II. RELATED WORKS
An ordinary Web crawler automatically circulates through
Web servers, analyzes the contents of web pages, and
extracts URLs included in the contents. Then, it navigates the
URLs one by one and collects Web documents. A large
volume of Web documents collected in this way is used in a
search engine.
On the other hand, some crawlers collect documents of a
specific theme. Focused Crawler [3] and Topical Crawler [4,
5, 6, 7] are mounted with a document classifier or rules about
documents to be collected in themselves. If the classifier‟s
performance is low and the rules are not comprehensive,
however, data desired by the users cannot be collected.
For this reason, research has been made on wrappers that
can analyze the structure of a specific site and collect data
directly from the site. A crawler using wrappers creates rules
for extracting necessary information, and collects contents
from a site automatically. However, information collected in
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shows the result of analyzing web page structure common to
portal sites.

this way contains a lot of unnecessary data and this impairs
the accuracy of information. In this study, thus, the
information is classified once more using rules.
Ordinary image search engines such as Google[8] index
documents containing images, so the results of image search
include many images irrelevant to the theme. In addition,
accurate analysis is difficult because data about restaurants,
countries, or areas are insufficient or inaccurate. What is
more, it is impossible to find similar menu presentations in a
specific area.
III. COLLECTION OF RESTAURANT REVIEWS
In order to analyze menu presentations, we need to build a
DB on restaurants (business name, telephone number,
address, business hour, closing days, etc.). The basic DB was
built with information collected as in Table 2 from overseas
restaurant portal sites (hereinafter „portal sites‟) as in Table
1.

Fig. 1. The structure of restaurant portal web pages (based on information to
be extracted)

TABLE I: COUNTRIES AND SITES FOR DATA COLLECTION
Region
America
Europe
Asia

Country

li is an element of set L, and means an URL for accessing
the restaurant list page of each portal site.

Site Address
www.yelp.com [9]
www.yelp.com
www.yelp.com
www.yelp.com
www.tablelog.com [10]
www.openrice.com [11]
www.openrice.com

U.S
Canada
France
Spain
Japan
Singapore
Hong Kong

L = {l1, l2, ..., lm}
sj is an element of set S, and means an URL for accessing
the page of details on each restaurant. The number of
restaurants varies among the sites.
S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}

TABLE II: THE INFORMATION OF PORTAL SITES
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Information
ID
Name
Rating
Review#
Category1
Category2
Category3
Address
Neighborhoods 1
Neighborhoods 2
Neighborhoods 3
Price Range
Business Info
Nearest Transit Station
Alcohol
Hours

No
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Information
Good for Kids
Take-out
Smoking
Coat Check
Outdoor Seating
Noise Level
Noise Level
Good For Dancing
Best Nights
Ambience
Good for Groups
Happy Hour
Has TV
Accepts
Credit Cards
Parking

ak is an element of set A, and information to be extracted
ultimately. The information includes „Name,‟ „Address,‟
„Hours,‟ etc.
A = {a1, a2, ..., ao}
The materialized data of set A can be expressed as follows.
l1·s1·A = {„Gary Danko‟, „(415) 749-2060‟, „CA‟, ...}
Rj is another set included in sj, and means a set of reviews
posted by users. The set consists of p reviews.
Rj = {rj1, rj2, ..., rjp}
Review rjp contains information to be extracted about the
review. The information to be extracted is defined as set A’,
and information included in the set is „Contents of Review,‟
„User,‟ Date of Registration,‟ etc.

In order to collect bibliographic information provided by
the portal sites, this study used a wrapper-based Web crawler.
The purpose of using the wrapper-based Web crawler was
accurate and fast collection of bibliographic information
from each portal site. Here, a wrapper means a rule or
program for extracting only desired information from an
information source. An ordinary Web crawler traces URL
links and collects all the contents of HTML documents, but a
wrapper-based Web crawler extracts only specific types of
data.
For each site, the structure of web pages expressing
bibliographic information to be extracted is analyzed and a
wrapper DB is constructed. Then, the DB is applied to the
wrapper-based Web crawler and data are collected. Figure 1
http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IAE.IAE1214012

A’ = {a’1, a’2, ..., a’q}
The materialized data of set A’ are as follows.
R1·r11·A = {„So good…‟, „John‟, „2013-05-24‟, ...}
A wrapper DB should be built based on the web page
structure analyzed above. The wrapper DB has data about the
starting position and end position of bibliographic
20
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information in order to extract bibliographic information. li is
a preset URL.
The DB should have position information not only for data
to be extracted expressed in rectangles but also those
expressed in ovals. It is because although information to be
extracted ultimately are the rectangular nodes, their
corresponding URLs are necessary in order to access the
information. Accordingly, the wrapper stores position
information in the structure as follows.
{Node name: starting position valuen : end position valuen}n
Here the value of the starting position and that of the end
position can be a string or the combination of multiple strings,
and if it is the combination of multiple strings, there should
be delimiters that distinguish the strings.
Figure 2 expresses sj in HTML (Hyper Text Markup
Language). That is, a web page to be analyzed for building
the wrapper DB is expressed in HTML.

Fig. 3. System structure of the basic DB

IV. COLLECTION OF MENU IMAGES
As in the collection of restaurant reviews, a wrapper-based
Web crawler is used also in the collection of restaurant
images. First, site structure is analyzed as preprocessing to
make a wrapper-based Web crawler. What to be collected are
restaurant images at site „YELP,‟ and according to the results
of analysis, the site has a structure as in Figure 4.

Fig. 2. An example of sj page in HTML
Fig. 4. An example of image expression structure in a restaurant review
portal site

The following is an example of wrapper DB built based on
Figure 2.

„IMG‟ is a HTML tag for showing an image on a web page,
and „SRC‟ is an attribute for designating the URL of the
image. That is, using the contents of tag „SRC,‟ the system
can collect images through the paths where the images are
stored. This process was implemented in JAVA, and the
address and tag information of images was stored in the DB.
A total of 34,447 image s were collected, and other
information was also collected using wrapper-based
structure.

{s·a1 : Name ; <td> : Name ; </td> ; </td>}
{s·a2 : Phone No ; <td> : Phone NO ; </td> ; </td>}
{s·a3 : Address ; <td> : Address ; </td> ; </td>}
Here, a1 has the values of the starting position and the end
position for restaurant Name. In order to find string „Maison
Kay Restaurant,‟ the system first finds string „Name,‟ and
then if string <td> is found, the starting position of business
name can be found. For the end position, in addition, <td>
should be found twice after „Name‟ is found.
Figure 3 is the system structure for building the basic DB.
The wrapper-based Web crawler loads data on the structure
and position of information to be collected from each portal
sight through the wrapper DB. Based on the loaded wrapper
information, bibliographic information is fetched from each
portal site.

http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IAE.IAE1214012

V. MENU IMAGE SEARCH
Using LIRE (Lucene Image Retrieval), an image search
library of Lucene, similar images are searched. The method
of searching similar images is as follows. First, for
photographs stored in a Web server, the characteristics of the
images are extracted using CEDD [12] (Color and Edge
Directivity Descriptor), one of LIRE libraries, and the data
are indexed and saved as a file. CEDD consists of processes
extracting a color histogram in the HSV color space from an
image block and calculating the color unit, and also
extracting luminosity in the YIQ color space and calculating
the texture unit, and then quantizing. As in Figure 6, when
image Pi is clicked, indexed files are searched and image Psim
defined as follows in order of similarity is output.
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Psim = {{Pj, sim1}, …, {Pj+n-1, simn}}
Here, Pj means the path of a similar image and sim means a
similarity score calculated in advance using the LIRE library.
Table 3 is a pseudo code of the similar image search process.
TABLE III: PSEUDO CODE OF SIMILAR IMAGE SEARCH
INPUT:
L = LIRE indexed files
P = A Picture to search by similarity
OUTPUT:
O = A set of similar picture with P
S = A set of similarity of O
Initialize:
O ← {}
S ← {}

Fig. 6. A screening showing the result of similar menu image search

VI. EXPERIMENTS

simImageSearch(L, P, O, S)
1
arrTmp ←{}
2
arrTmp ← LireSearch(L, P)
3
for result in arrTmp:
4
O ← Get picture path in result
5
S ← Get Similarity in result
6
Visualize(O + S)

In order to test how fast and accurately desired contents are
found using the restaurant menu presentation image index
and search system developed in this study, an experiment was
conducted as follows. A questionnaire as in Table 4 was
distributed to 5 users and the time to get answers to the
questions with and without using the system was measured.
The questionnaire also included questions about the users‟
opinions about the system.

Because the same image as the selected one is also indexed
as in Figure 2, the final output is n-1 images excluding the
image whose similarity is 1. For example, if image
{“/images/20140615_105311.jpg”} is selected, its similar
images
and
similarity
scores
like
{{“/images/20140615_1053
15.jpg”}, {0.8779756}, …} are fetched and visualized.

TABLE IV: QUESTIONNAIRE
No
1
2
3

Question
Find 100 bibimbap menu presentation images in LA..
Check if the images found in Step 1 are correct
Find 10 images using a white dish among the bibimbap
images in LA collected in Step 1..

Time

The experiment first measured the time taken by each user,
after reading the questions, from starting search until getting
the answers using conventional search engines and without
using the system. Then with using the system developed in
this study, it measured the time taken from starting search by
accessing the websites visualized in this study until getting
the answers.

Fig. 5. A screen showing the result of tag-based menu image search
Fig. 7. Average response time

The reason for making questions as in Table 4 is to
compare accuracy and speed between when using the system
developed in this study and when not using it. According to
the results of the experiment, accuracy was high both with
and without using the system. As to speed, however, as

http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IAE.IAE1214012
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compared as in Figure 7, the average response time for each
question was about 5-12 times longer without using the
system. This proved that using the system, we can search
restaurant menu presentation images in a specific area
accurately and faster.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study built a menu presentation DB according to food
culture region and menu in order to resolve difficulty in
developing and refining localized menus according to food
culture region and menu. For this, we collected and classified
menu images using a wrapper-based Web crawler, extracted
and matched menu name by restaurant, classified menu
images according to food culture, region, and menu item,
built a menu presentation DB, and visualized the results in
order for users to analyze easily.
According to the results of a user experiment with the
implemented system, search using the system was accurate
and 5-12 times faster, and therefore the system was found to
solve successfully the problems that this study intended to
resolve.
Using the restaurant menu presentation search system
developed in this study, food service companies planning
overseas advancement may be able to design menu
presentation adequately for the corresponding food culture
region and menus and this will contribute to their effective
settlement in the local market. Future research will collect
and analyze competing menus in addition to Korean menus,
and also plan to develop convenient methods for surveying
and analyzing local customers‟ reviews of restaurant menus.
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